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July 31, 2019 

Why Positive Focus? 
We don't seem like we've accomplished anything that day. And it's really frustrating. And 
a lot of times if you sit back at the end of a week or even at the end of the day saying, what 
went right today? Where did I make an impact what really helped me? 
That changes your Outlook, it gives you a positive focus. And everything doesn't seem like 
such drudgery because our brains are wired to remember the things that are hard, difficult 
or stuff we failed at. And we tend to take for granted the things we succeeded at. And that 
went really well. And that's a shame, because that's not the way things are supposed to 
be. 
Stop Worrying About What Other People Think of You 
Let’s discuss the Harvard Business Review article about how to stop worrying about what 
other people think of you. And this is FOPO, or fear of other people's opinions.  
Years ago, I was a corporate trainer for AAA, and I was doing sales training classes. And 
at the end of every three week class, each instructor got evaluated by all the students. So 
it'd be 25 students in a class three week class, 15 classes a year. And then every single 
student would rank us one, two or three, one being best three being worst. And for months 
after I started the job, I only got “ones” from every student. Evidently everyone thought I 
was a good trainer.  Then, after about 8 or 9 classes, one student gave me bottom scores 
– 3’s - on everything. And I was really upset.  In fact, ‘devastated’ wouldn’t be too strong a 
word. 
And my boss – who was about the best trainer I ever had, including college, told me “you 
just learned the most valuable lesson of leadership you can learn: no matter how hard you 
try, not everybody's going to like you.” 
So stop worrying about that. And the other thing is: to this day (and this story is from 1990) 
- I still remember that one. Every student I had was positive, but there was the one jerk 
who gave me bad scores. Guess which one I remember? 
Our brains tend to be wired to remember the negative. But in leadership, you can't worry 
about what people think of you. You have to be true to yourself. Now, if everybody doesn't 
like you, then that's an issue. We probably should talk about it. But what I really liked about 
this article, is it focused on who are the people who matter to you? 

Who are the people who you really care about their opinions, find those people.  They 
should know who you are, they should know who you want to be and who you aspire to. 
And those are the people you want to care and I tend to gravitate to those people. If 
somebody I really care about, then their opinion matters to me.  They say, “I don't think this 
was really good. And here's why.” I will listen to them 10 times more than somebody who 
doesn't mean that much to me.  
And it works both ways, doesn't it? Because the people who care about you the most are 
the most likely to give you the most brutally honest feedback. your closest friends, your 
closest family members, they tend to be the ones who are the most honest with you. were 
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people who don't know you that well or don't care about you that much, will just keep their 
opinions to themselves, or worse talk behind your back. 
So, when you do things, think about the people who you care about the most, and how it 
would impact them, or what their opinion might be. At your business, it could be your boss, 
it could be data, it could be a number of different people, but it's not just limited to your 
business. Its limit it goes to family members or close friends, or people in your network.  It 
might be someone you hire; somebody who you think is absolutely brilliant.  And you may 
really care about what they think. Or there's that one employee who works for you, who's 
totally unafraid to give you the truth. 
Even though they may work for you, I tend to really value people who tell me those things. 
So what I liked about this concept was, how to stop worrying about what other people 
think of you. So I hope you also read that and had a chance to talk about what your 
personnel personal philosophy is. And this author is a business partners with Pete Carroll, 
who's the head coach of the Seattle Seahawks and used to be the head coach of the USC 
Trojans. And Pete Carroll's says: “always compete”. That's his personal philosophy. 

My personal philosophy is to always initiate innovation. 

I hate the status quo, and I hate doing the same thing. 
Once you articulate who you are in a personal philosophy, you've created expectations 
among those in your circle; they know exactly what to expect from you. So with Pete Carroll 
it’s always compete. That means if don't run out a ground ball, if you don't try your hardest 
all the time, you're going to be in a world of hurt with him. 
Most people will look for their bosses to solve problems, not create roadblocks. So people 
who are leaders who are perceived as creating roadblocks are never very popular. So I 
think that's really good. So if you are, perceived as somebody who greases the wheels, 
rather than gum up the works, you're going to be well thought of and that's also a really 
good philosophy to have when you make decisions.   
There's a philosophy out by a coach that I really admire. And he has a whole new program 
that says, basically, who do you want to be a hero to. 
Because if you want to be a hero, you're doing things for them, not necessarily for you. So 
being a hero is about other people. So it expands other people's capabilities, their 
awareness, their value, it becomes about their bigger future becomes about their growth 
and their expansion. And so when you treat people like that, like I need to be a hero to 
those people. 
You become in and of yourself, a better person because you you're focused more on their 
success than yours, but their success will become your success. So it's not I need to be 
the best and then I'll help  everybody else. If you do that servant leadership - to them being 
a hero to them, then it becomes full circle. 
And for those of you who aren't as old as me that becomes self-multiplying over a period 
of years. The more people you do that for the more you create a community of people who 
know what you're capable of, and that gets returned to you as you grow older. And as you 
move on in your career, the more people who feel that way about you, the more everything 
will be returned to you in terms of gratitude, appreciation. 
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Brene Brown – The Power of Vulnerability 

ERIC: 
If you haven't taken the 15 or so minutes to listen to it, it's significantly impactful. And I'm 
not going to go through the whole thing but the major concepts clearly are critical. 
We're all vulnerable. And the reason we're all vulnerable is if we weren't, we would never 
have a problem having a difficult conversation or firing somebody or saying something that 
needed to be said. And so vulnerability is the core of our struggle. But also, when you 
admit or you know that you're vulnerable, that becomes the beginning of things that are 
really important.  
Have you thought about ways you're vulnerable at work? 
And when I was thinking about this, I was I started thinking about Dada. 
Can anybody tell me how, how, in what way Dada is vulnerable at work? 
One thing I thought about is how she's vulnerable she is and of course, she and Sinh are 
the brand, right? They are The Boiling Crab. And she's vulnerable, because she's invested 
in each of you to extend her brand. As your business continues to grow, she can't have as 
much direct impact on that brand, with every restaurant she has, with every employee she 
has. So she's relying on all of you to extend that culture, to be able to understand what she 
wants and who she is and to be the people responsible for  replicating that culture, place 
after place, location after location after location, and customer by customer. 
And that's vulnerability. Because she's somebody who wants to impact everybody she 
meets but  she just can't meet everybody anymore. 

DADA: 
I completely agree with that, and I was thinking about that when I was watching the video.  
By the way, I can’t get enough of Brene Brown. 
And there is that vulnerability, I always, there's always that one person that hates what we 
do, whether they don't like seafood, or whether they just think we're overrated or not that 
good. I just would rather not share what I do when people ask.  
Because I know that I don't want to be defined that: “Oh, you, you are just what you do in 
your business.” And I don't want to be defined by that. But yeah, that vulnerability is a huge 
part of my daily life.  
I think in accepting that yes, there's that one GlassDoor review that is always going to be 
someone who didn’t like working here and they’ll say what is it that person doesn't like.  
You know, you can't please everybody so yeah you hit the nail on the head because 
as we grow, you're absolutely right: I can't know everybody and I do rely on those closest 
to me and whether it's the senior team or the RD’s, and that's why you know it's 
important for me to get the right people in at the corporate level because I 
know that they'll be able to spread that culture. 
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ERIC: 

Everybody has vulnerabilities, and I'm telling you now, it is a breakthrough when you're 
able to admit them. 
Admit that you don't know everything, and admit that you have failings, or admit that your 
scared, and people will understand. The worst type of leaders are those people who are 
so arrogant that act as if they have no doubts about themselves or any vulnerabilities at 
all. And those people are exceptionally hard to work for. And those are the people who 
will never be able to change or listen. And so I would encourage you if you have not 
listened to that video, I'm with Dada on this: I can listen to Brene Brown all the time. And 
she's really impactful person on leadership today. 
 
The Book of Beautiful Questions 
The next topic, and I hope you were able to read these also, “The Book of Beautiful 
Questions”.  I didn't want to make you guys read the whole book and you're welcome to 
do it if you'd like to. But when I read this about a year and a half ago, I really liked it because 
I started thinking about the fact that really good leaders ask a lot of questions.  

They may have answers but they want to ask questions of people to get them to critically 
think. I wonder who has a beautiful question about the workplace? 

MARIA: 
You know, when I came across this question, like, a few things came to mind but i think 
you know, when I think of the core, the dynamic as everyone here who knows me knows, 
my beautiful question would be, What drives you to continue to work here? You 
know, like, what are your drivers? What is it that motivates you to come into here, day in 
and day out? And do what you do? You know, what's your favorite part about it? 

ERIC: 
That's good. One question that I always like to ask and I asked this of Dada several months 
ago, is this: 

If, we're on this phone call a year from now, what needs to happen to 
make you happy? 

And the point of that question is, how does that shift your thinking? Does that open up new 
possibilities, does that lead to any breakthroughs, but what's really important to you? And 
then the second part of that is what does it take to get there? So it's not it's not just what 
do I have to do, but how do I need to step up in order to get me to go there? 
I'd really like to know this. Why do you do what you do? 
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Now, each of you has a choice. You do not have to work for The Boiling Crab. You don't. 
You don't have to be a corporate trainer. You don't have to be an RD. You don't have to 
be in marketing.  You don't have to be the controller. So why is it you do what you 
do? 

RESPONSE: 
Well, I enjoy food in general. But not only that, like being in because I've come from 
different industries like my kind of my, my story's a little unique, but I stayed in this industry 
because I do truly enjoy food ingredients, like, you know, being around that environment. 
And then, you know, when I first got into the restaurant industry, just being in the 
environment, the energy is something that motivates me, it inspires me and then at the 
end of the day to The Boiling Crab, it's just like, on top of that, it's the people like where I 
come to I want to come to work every day because I want to see the people I work with I 
want like, you know, it's just the family here. 

KATHY: 
This is Kathy, by the way, I said, because I love it. I do what I do because I love it.  I feel a 
connection to the people I work with and I feel like I have something to contribute. 
Ultimately my job gives me a sense of satisfaction and contribution. 

DADA: 
I think at the end of the day the people that have come up through The Boiling Crab and 
the people that are with us and in leadership roles, exhibiting the values that I feel like I 
have, so when decisions being made is really easy either they're making them in a way I 
was making them in a way that they agree with. I said support the culture and support us 
and I just think that's so important to work for a company that has the same set of values 
that I have because then you don't have to make decisions you don't believe in everything 
you do you believe in it. And you think it's the right decision that you're not trying to do 
something it doesn't feel authentic. 

RICKY: 
What it is, for me it's my American dream come true. Good for a lot of people that I've met 
from my ladies like today driving a nice car was their American dream for other people 
owning a house was it was a dream of a means to do I love America not being from there. 
Yeah, there it is. 

ERIC: 
That, that strikes me is so incredibly authentic, Ricky and, and to be in a, in a business in 
our organization that is reflective of that individual individuality and authenticity. You know, 
it's a really good alignment with your story and the founders’ stories. 

RESPONSE: 
About a month ago, we had a meeting and I came up to Dada and I told her straight up, 
thank you. She was looking at me like strangely.  She said why? And I said for everything 
you know like I had a great meeting and by me telling Dada Thank you. It's like she's letting 
me live my dream pretty much in this company. 
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BILL: 
My answer is right efficiency. I don't like wasting, wasted MOOC moment movements and 
wasted time and wasted energy. So I just try and do it efficiently. 
And I think working here I'm allowed to do that.  
I got into accounting so my blood job can I get and work anywhere like wake up? Can I get 
work in a ski resort not make minimum wage. They gotta do county that's curiouser. That's 
fine. 

ERIC: 
I was just thinking about that, too. We are moving into an era, an era where at least 50% of 
all jobs can be done anywhere you want to. So it's the question is ultimately going to 
become not “Why do you do what you do”? But why do you live where you live? 
Where are you based where you live? And what are the reasons for that because you're 
not tied down anymore. 

DADA: 
So I'll share why I do what I do. Some of you already know this. But I there's just something 
for me at a young age that the whole sharing or you know, collaborating, whether it's 
sharing thoughts or ideas, but for me, it was sharing experiences, I'm still that person that 
if I try something, or if I do something, and I loved it, or it brought me joy, I said, you gotta 
try this, because I just you got that experience. So I think, you know, that was the basis of 
the restaurant was, you know, it was such fun that having the seafood boils and sharing it 
with family and friends. And it was such a laid back type of fun, right? We're didn't have to 
pretend that you knew where you know which word to use. You didn't have to pretend to 
look good while you're eating it because it's pretty much impossible to look good while 
you're eating it. 
But as we've grown, I think, why continue to do what I do is I mean, there's been lots of 
ups and downs and in 15 years I remember the most significant moment I was at an ex- 
employee’s wedding about a year ago. And I looked at the bridesmaid party and there was 
like several current employees, I looked around the room and I was sitting at a table with 
one of the ladies and you know, other employees and ex-employees as well throughout 
the room. And it was in that moment and even I think the bridesmaid, one of the maid of 
honor speeches, and it occurred to me was such a strong moment for me that this is kind 
of why I do what I do and continue to do it because they were all brought together by this 
one concept, whether it was employee relationship, you know, customer, some of them 
met their significant others because the guy was a customer and she was a server. 

These lifelong relationships that were built around this shared experience. 
And it was in that moment that I said, this is why I haven't quit even though I've been ready 
to quit a few times, you know, I'm not gonna lie. This is I and I went home. And I told Sinh, 
I said, this is why we do what we do. Because look at these people that have been brought 
together by the shared experience, whether they found love, or whether they are now able 
to be friends, lifelong friends, and Maids Of Honors, and Best Men’s and now they're having 
babies and now they're, you know, able to buy a house and I said, that's why we do what 
we do, because it brings us joy to be able to see - wow, David just paid off his parents’ 
house and he was able to do that, and we were able to help contribute to achieving that 
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goal. And I think that's why we continue to do it. But for me, it's the shared experience, you 
know, it's being able to say this was a this is a good time. This is great. So you guys should 
all try it. Or you guys should experience the same thing because it just makes the world a 
happier place, you're able to have great experiences like relationships. Yeah, it's all about 
mutual relationships, and they have a lot of a lot of trust. A lot of college education. Julie 
has this look on her face! 

JULIE: 

Julie has on her face. I naturally didn't pick this field. It kind of I mean, throughout my 
childhood, like, I know, everyone's always about pick, pick a career, pick a career, and I've 
never really been good at something. So I never was really interested in something in 
particular. So I never was driven to focus on you know, certain career path. And I kind of 
and now, I feel like I'm kind of starting to find my niche and what I like to do and I'm really 
good at it, and that kind of drives me to do what I do now because I feel like it's something 
that I'm passionate about and I'm actually really good at it and I didn't know that I was good 
at it!  

RESPONSE: 
We have a lot of us here who grew up trying to follow what our parents expected us to do. 
What we felt like was like the ideal path that we were expected to do and then we got 
involved with BC.  BC allowed us to grow into what we enjoy doing in and by excelling at 
it, it will be more successful than what you would have done what everybody else or your 
parents or family expected me to do. So, it is I think that was the same thing. I think that his 
mom wanted her to marry a doctor.  Or pharmacist.  And handsome. 
I think that's what we kind of take pride as what kind of like a portion of what drives all of 
us. It's like, Hey, you know, we didn't grow up because we're going to do what we're doing 
all day. And then, you know, this allowed us to kind of accelerate, you know, discover, so 
that just really grow and exceed it cool about the industry and not to get too far off track. 
But, you know, it's gender blind, age blind, education, blind. I mean, and in this company 
in particular, there's always opportunity because there's so much change in growth and 
evolution, and that's part of what keeps me in it. It's always exciting and it's always different 
and the relationship part is a huge piece and respecting the people that you work for. 

ERIC: 
I really like this conversation, and I didn't hear one reference to “it makes me a lot of 
money.”  Because money should be a side benefit, not the primary benefit, right? 

RESPONSE: 
Oh, I think that's something that's a very good point too because for me, it's like, we've 
gone through different channels in our lives and made like, I mean, based on where I'm at 
now and it's like, the money is definitely secondary because you could be making a lot of 
money somewhere but not have this kind of culture this kind of family around you where 
it's like, I just want to be around these people and yeah, I get paid but thanks for that. That's 
just an extra bonus but to be able to have that - that's really rare. I feel like I I'll add to that, 
I think that subconsciously I parted ways with those that where money was a priority. And 
I'm all for that and whatever floats your boat, and everyone has a different story and a 
different struggle, but I found that I have more of a connection with where it does come 
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secondary because it's about quality of life. You know, you care about the quality of life. 
You want to do a better job. Yeah, because you understand that it's not all about the grind 
all the time. Don't get me wrong. I mean, I think that's why we have A players. But if you're 
in it for the money, you've kind of got to find another job. Because once you start to put 
quality of life on the back burner, it really kind of affects everything that you do. And there's 
certain environments and industries that are great for that. And then this one just isn't one 
of them because it's hospitality, you know, so but you can do both and great, but I don't I 
I've often found at the end of the day people that we've partnered with It's okay, we didn't 
have the same goals are the same in that moment. 
And it has the same values in that moment. I will say though, being in the hospitality 
industry people do lose the quality of life because it is 24/7, this organization labor, exactly. 
And but being here, there is such a distinction for that. So that's I, you know, that's why I 
feel like BC is really set aside from everybody else because of that, you know, it's having 
that value. Well, I think we're a collective group of people that are not chasing dollars who 
are chasing balance. And really, as you say, you do that, but you do never work a day in 
your life. 

RESPONSE: 
Absolutely. And I was gonna say earlier to the culture, you know, because I've been around 
but the culture here is so unique, that while I feel very worthy, my position to be working 
here, I'm so thankful for the opportunity.  So I think that's important to be to feel worthy of 
that. 
 


